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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a chain belt-type continuously variable transmission in which ratchet-type chain
belts are wound on driving and driven pulley devices, each of which has a variable diameter, in order to control the shift
ratio, and more particularly, to a chain belt-type continuously variable transmission in which a plurality of driving belt
supports are disposed at predetermined intervals in a driving pulley device so as to radially contract and expand, a
plurality of driven belt supports are disposed at predetermined intervals in a driven pulley device so as to radially contract
and expand, teeth in the front portions of the driving belt supports and the driven belt supports and teeth in the rear
portions of the driving belt supports and the driven belt supports are oriented in opposite directions, front and rear ratchet
gears formed on the driving belt supports and the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driven belt supports are
oriented in opposite directions and are arranged in alternating positions without being formed at corresponding positions
in a line, two bands of ratchet-type chain belts corresponding to the front and rear ratchet gears are wound on the driving
and driven pulley devices such that power can be transmitted in both directions by both of the driving and driven pulley
devices, and the driving belt supports disposed in the driving pulley device and the driven belt supports disposed in the
driven pulley device are disposed at an incline like teeth of a helical gear in order to reduce vibration and noise when
the ratchet-type chain belts engage with and disengage from the belt supports and increase the area where the ratchet
gears of the belt supports adjoin the ratchets of the ratchet-type chain belts, thereby accurately transmitting power.

[Background Art]

[0002] The applicant of the present invention filed in advance a patent application, titled "BELT-TYPE CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE TRANSMISSION," which was patented (Korean Patent No. 10-0091522).
[0003] The earlier-patented related art (Korean Patent No. 10-0091522) realizes a belt-type continuously variable
transmission which includes a variable driving pulley which controls the shift ratio by varying its diameter and a variable
driven pulley which is connected to the variable driving pulley via a belt, in which the diameter of the variable driven
pulley is varied in an opposite fashion from the variable driving pulley in order to adjust the tension of the belt. A plurality
of belt supports are inserted into each of the variable driving and driven pulleys such that the belt supports can radially
move. Each of the belt supports has belt-catching ratchet gears which are disposed between a pair of pulley plates
coupled to a pulley shaft. Shift plates are disposed outside the pulley plates such that they are rotated in opposite
directions by a shift plate rotating device so as to move the belt supports in the radial direction. The belt has alternating
ratchet gears on the inner circumference thereof which engage with the belt-catching ratchet gears formed on the belt
supports of the variable driving pulley and the variable driven pulley. This makes it possible to more easily and efficiently
vary the diameter of the variable driving and driven pulleys, thereby realizing a more accurate and efficient continuously
variable transmission. In addition, when a load is applied, it is possible to prevent a slip between the pulley and the belt,
so that power can be more efficiently transmitted.
[0004] However, this continuously variable transmission is configured such that the power is transmitted only in one
direction. When driving downhill on a slope r using an engine brake, power is not transmitted and a slip occurs, which
is problematic.
[0005] In addition, the belt supports provided in the related art are horizontally disposed parallel to the pulley shaft.
When the belt rotates and is wound on the plurality of belt supports, vibration and noise occur when the belt supports
engaged with the belt disengage from the belt from the engaged state, which is problematic.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0006] Accordingly, the present invention has been made keeping in mind the above problems occurring in the related
art, and is intended to provide a structure that enables two bands of ratchet-type chain belts to be disposed in a driving
pulley device and a driven pulley device. Teeth in the front portions of driving belt supports and driven belt supports and
teeth in the rear portions of the driving belt supports and the driven belt supports are oriented in opposite directions.
Front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driving belt supports and the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the
driven belt supports are oriented in opposite directions and are arranged in alternating positions without being formed
at corresponding positions in a line. Two bands of ratchet-type chain belts corresponding to the front and rear ratchet
gears are wound on the driving and driven pulley devices, such that power can be transmitted in both directions by both
of the driving and driven pulley devices.
[0007] It is also intended to provide a structure in which the driving belt supports disposed in the driving pulley device
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and the driven belt supports disposed in the driven pulley device are disposed at an incline like teeth of a helical gear
in order to reduce vibration and noise when the ratchet-type chain belts engage with and disengage from the belt supports
and increase the area where the ratchet gears of the belt supports adjoin the ratchets of the ratchet-type chain belts,
thereby accurately transmitting power
[0008] It is also intended to provide an output shaft device which is disposed below the input shaft. The output shaft
device controls the output shaft based on the difference between the line speed of the power that is supplied from the
input shaft and the line speed of the rotational force of the driven pulley device that is shifted. The planetary gear device
disposed between the output front gear and the output rear gear determines the speed and direction of rotation of the
output shaft connected to wheels of a vehicle.

[Technical Solution]

[0009] In an aspect, the present invention provides a chain belt-type continuously variable transmission comprising a
ratchet-type chain belt which is wound between a driving pulley device which receives power from an input shaft and a
driven pulley device which transmits the power to an output shaft. Each of the driving and driven pulley devices includes
pulley plates which are disposed in front of and behind a cylinder which is disposed in a central portion of a pulley shaft
and operates in response to a hydraulic pressure that is input and output via first and second flow passages, the pulley
plates facing each other, each of the pulley plates having a plurality of radial slide slots, and shift plates which are
disposed on the pulley shaft outside the front and rear pulley plates, the shift plates having involute grooves corresponding
to the slide slots, the shift plates being guided by spiral ribs on the pulley shaft so as to spirally rotate. Belt supports are
disposed between the front and rear pulley plates such that the belt supports are radially guided so as to contract or
expand, both ends of the belt supports being inserted into the involute grooves of the shift plates through the slide slots
so as to be guided thereby. Front and rear ratchet gears are provided on front and rear portions of upper surfaces of
bodies of the belt supports, teeth of the front and rear ratchet gears being oriented in opposite directions, the teeth of
the front and rear ratchet gears formed on driving belt supports being oriented opposite to the teeth of the front and rear
ratchet gears formed on driven belt supports, and the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driving belt supports
and the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driven belt supports being arranged in alternating positions without
being formed at corresponding positions in a line. The ratchet-type chain belt includes first and second chain belts which
are wound on front and rear portions of the driving and driven pulley devices, each of the first and second chain belts
having forward ratchets and reverse ratchets on an inner surface thereof which are configured so as to correspond to
and are caught by the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driving and driven belt supports.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0010] As described above, the chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to the present invention
enables two bands of ratchet-type chain belts to be disposed in a driving pulley device and a driven pulley device. Teeth
in the front portions of driving belt supports and driven belt supports and teeth in the rear portions of the driving belt
supports and the driven belt supports are oriented in opposite directions. Front and rear ratchet gears formed on the
driving belt supports and the front and rear ratchet gears formed on the driven belt supports are oriented in opposite
directions and are arranged in alternating positions without being formed at corresponding positions in a line. Two bands
of ratchet-type chain belts corresponding to the front and rear ratchet gears are wound on the driving and driven pulley
devices, such that power can be transmitted in both directions by both of the driving and driven pulley devices.
[0011] In addition, the driving belt supports disposed in the driving pulley device and the driven belt supports disposed
in the driven pulley device are disposed at an incline like teeth of a helical gear in order to reduce vibration and noise
when the ratchet-type chain belts engage with and disengage from the belt supports and increase the area where the
ratchet gears of the belt supports adjoin the ratchets of the ratchet-type chain belts, thereby accurately transmitting power
[0012] Furthermore, an output shaft device is disposed below the input shaft. The output shaft device controls the
output shaft based on the difference between the line speed of the power that is supplied from the input shaft and the
line speed of the rotational force of the driven pulley device that is shifted. The planetary gear device disposed between
the output front gear and the output rear gear determines the speed and direction of rotation of the output shaft connected
to wheels of a vehicle.

[Description of Drawings]

[0013]

FIG. 1 a front perspective view showing the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a rear perspective view showing the present invention;
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FIG. 3 is a front elevation view showing a transmission body according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a rear elevation view showing the transmission body according to the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a top plan view showing the transmission body according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line A-A in FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along line B-B in FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is a bottom perspective view showing the transmission body according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a top cross-sectional view of an output shaft device according to the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along line C-C in FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is an exploded perspective view of a pulley device according to the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the pulley device according to the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a top plan view partially showing a driving pulley device and a driven pulley device according to the present
invention;
FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B are cross-sectional views taken along line D-D and line E-E in FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is an explanatory view showing the operational relationship between a belt support and a ratchet-type chain
belt;
FIG. 16A and FIG. 16B are explanatory views of the operational relationship taken along line F-F and line G-G in
FIG. 15;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view showing the belt support according to the present invention;
FIG. 18 is a perspective view showing a part of the ratchet-type chain belts corresponding to the belt supports shown
in FIG. 17; and
FIG. 19A, FIG. 19B and FIG. 19C are cross-sectional views showing the operational relationship of the planetary
gear device according to the present invention.

[Mode for Invention]

[0014] Hereinafter a chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to the present invention will now be
described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0015] FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are front and rear perspective views showing a chain belt-type continuously variable trans-
mission according to the present invention, in which an upper casing is omitted, and a front casing 12 and a rear casing
13 are exploded such that a gear connecting means which presents a power transmitting process is exposed. FIG. 8 is
a bottom perspective view showing a transmission body 2 disposed in FIG. 1, which is rotated 180° in the clockwise
direction.
[0016] As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 2 and FIG. 8, the chain belt-type continuously variable transmission 1 includes a
casing 10 and a transmission body 2 disposed inside the casing. In the casing, front and rear casings 12 and 13 and
an upper casing (not shown) are disposed on the front, rear and upper portions of a lower casing 11 such that they can
be assembled to and disassembled from the lower casing. An input shaft 80 and an output shaft 84 protrude from the
front and rear portions of the transmission body 2 and to the outside through the front and rear casings 12 and 13.
[0017] As shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 8, FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, the transmission body 2 includes driving and driven pulley
devices 20 and 30 which are spaced apart from each other, two bands of ratchet-type chain belts 70 which are wound
on the driving and driven pulleys 20 and 30, the input shaft 80 which transmits power from a power generator such as
an engine or the like (a motor or the like in the case of an electric car) to the driving pulley device 20 and an output shaft
device 100 through a gear connecting means, and the output shaft device 100 which determines the speed and direction
of rotation of output power based on the difference in line speed between power that is inputted at the input shaft 80
and power that is speed-changed at the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 6, FIG. 7, FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 will be described
together, since they have the same configuration except for the respective positions where the driving pulley-side front
gear 83 and the driven pulley-side rear gear 86 are disposed.
[0019] The driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 are disposed such that they can freely move forward and
backward in the state a pulley plate fixture 46 is sealed to the central outer circumference of a pulley shaft 40. A pair of
pulley plates 50 is disposed in front and behind the pulley plate fixture 46 such that the pulley plates 50 face each other.
Shift plates 52 are disposed outside the front and rear pulley plates 50, and transport mounts 54 are assembled to the
shift plates 52 such that it can spirally move on the outer portion of the pulley shaft 40.
[0020] A piston portion 44 which forms a cylinder 47 together with the pulley plate fixture 46 protrudes out from the
central outer circumference of the pulley shaft 40 inside the pulley plate fixture 46. Spiral ribs 45, a spline shaft portion
43a, spiral ribs 45, a spline shaft portion 43 and a leading end shaft portion 41 are sequentially formed. The spiral ribs
45 and the spline shaft portion 43a are formed on the pulley shaft 40 behind the pulley plate fixture 46, and the spiral
ribs 45 and the spline shaft portion 43 are formed on the pulley shaft in front of the pulley plate fixture 46. First and
second flow passages 48 and 49 through which hydraulic pressure is supplied are formed inside the pulley shaft 40,
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extending from the leading end shaft portion 41 to the front and rear outer portions of the piston portion 44.
[0021] Here, spaces e and f are inside the pulley plate fixture 46, such that the piston portion 44 can reciprocally move
inside the spaces e and f. The pulley plates 50 which are coupled to the front and rear sides of the pulley plate fixture
46 via bolts are provided with a plurality of radial slide slots 51. Each of the shift plates 52 has a plurality of involute
grooves 53 in the surface that faces the pulley plate 50. The involute grooves 53 correspond to the slide slots 51 of the
pulley plate 50. Each of the transport mounts 54 has spiral grooves 55 formed in the inner circumference thereof which
are inserted into the spiral ribs 45 of the pulley shaft 40 such that the transport mounts 54 can spirally move in the
lengthwise direction of the pulley shaft 40.
[0022] Since the pulley plate fixture 46 is moved forward and backward in the sealed state and the piston portion 44
is disposed on the pulley shaft 40 inside the pulley plate fixture 46 as described above, the pulley plate fixture 46 which
acts as a cylinder barrel and the inside piston portion 44 form the cylinder 47. A packing (not shown) must be disposed
on the portions of the pulley plate fixture 46 which adjoin the outer circumferences of the front and area pulley shafts
such that hydraulic pressure does not leak.
[0023] In addition, instead of guiding the shift plates 52 so as to spirally rotate on the pulley shaft 40 due to the structure
in which the spiral grooves 55 formed on the inner circumference of the transport mounts 54 are inserted into the spiral
ribs 45 formed on the pulley shaft 40 in the state in which the shift plates 52 are coupled with the transport mounts 54,
it is possible to make the inner circumference of the shift plates 52 be guided by the spiral ribs 45 so as to spirally rotate.
[0024] In addition, gear fixtures 56 are spline-coupled to the front and rear spline shaft portions 43 and 43a, and an
oil in/out port 42 having oil inlet and outlet holes 42a which communicate with first and second flow passages 48 and
49 is disposed in the leading end shaft portion 41. Belt supports 60 are inserted between the front and rear pulley plates
50. Front and rear slide guides 65 of the belt supports 60 are inserted into the slide slots 51 such that they are guided
in the radial direction. Guide protrusions 64 formed on both ends of the slide guides 65 are inserted into the involute
grooves 53 of the shift plates 52 so as to be guided thereby.
[0025] Here, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 17, each of the belt supports 60 has an inclined body 66. When the belt
supports 60 are disposed between the front and rear pulley plates 50, the bodies 66 are inclined with respect to the
centerline of the pulley shaft 40 and have the shape of a helical gear. Each of the both end guide protrusions 64 and
the slide guides 65 is arranged to be horizontal and coaxial with the centerline.
[0026] Ratchet gears 63 including front and rear ratchet gears 61 and 62 are formed on the upper surface of the body
66 of the belt support 60. The teeth of the front and rear ratchet gears 61 and 62 are formed on front and rear sections
of the driving belt support 60a and the driven belt support 60b, and are oriented in the opposite directions. The teeth of
the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a and the teeth of the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driven
belt support 60b are oriented in the opposite directions. The ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a are
aligned in a line, and the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driven belt support 60b are aligned in a line. The two bands of
ratchet-type chain belts 70 are wound on the driving pulley device 20 and the driven pulley device 30.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 17 and FIG. 18, the ratchet-type chain belts 70 include a first chain belt 71 which is
wound on the front side of the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 and a second chain belt 72 which is wound
on the rear side of the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30. Forward ratchets 73a and reverse ratchets 73b are
formed on the inner surfaces of the first and second chain belts 71 and 72, i.e. the sides that adjoin the belt supports
60, such that they correspond to and are caught by the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a and the
driven belt support 60b. The forward ratchets 73a and reverse ratchets 73b are summarily referred to as ratchets 73.
[0028] The first and second chain belts 71 and 72 are configured by continuously connecting a plurality of chain belt
pieces 74 with pins 75 like connecting a link-type metal watch chain. Each of the chain belt pieces 74 has pin-fitting
portions 76 at the front and rear ends each of which has a pin hole 76a into which a pin 75 is fitted. The ratchets 73 are
disposed between the front and rear pin-fitting portions 76 such that they correspond to and are caught by the ratchet
gears 63 of the belt supports 60, whereby the plurality of chain belt pieces 74 are connected with the pins 75.
[0029] In an example of the chain belt piece 74 shown in FIG. 18, the front and rear pin-fitting portions 76 are alternately
formed. As an alternative, it is of course possible that the front pin-fitting portions 76 are formed at intervals from each
other and the opposite pin-fitting portions 76 be formed in central portions.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 3, FIG. 5 and FIG. 8, the input shaft 80 is provided with a driving gear 81, a driving
pulley-side front gear 83 is disposed on the front gear fixture 56 of the driving pulley device 20, and a front connecting
gear 82 is disposed between the drive gear 81 and the driving pulley-side front gear 83. The other side of the driving
gear 81 engages with an output front gear 88 which is disposed in the front portion of the output shaft device 100.
[0031] Here, gears (the front connecting gear, driving pulley-side front gear and the output front gear) which connect
the power of the input shaft 80 to the driving pulley device 20 and the output shaft device 100 are referred to as a gear
connecting means.
[0032] In addition, a means for transmitting the power of the input shaft 80 to the pulley shaft 40 of the driving pulley
device 20 can be referred to as a first connecting means. The first connecting means includes the drive gear 81 which
is disposed on the input shaft 80 and the driving pulley-side front gear 83 which is disposed on the pulley shaft 40 of the
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driving pulley device 20, the drive gear 81 and driving pulley-side front gear 83 being connected to the front connecting
gear 82. The first connecting means can also be implemented as a chain or a timing belt.
[0033] As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, a rear connecting gear 85 is disposed between the driven pulley-side
rear gear 86 which is disposed on the rear gear fixture 56 of the driven pulley device 30 and the output rear gear 87
which is disposed behind the output shaft 84. A means which includes the output rear gear 87 disposed on the output
shaft 84 and the driven pulley-side rear gear 86 disposed on the pulley shaft 40 of the driven pulley device 30, the output
rear gear 87 and the driven pulley-side rear gear 86 being connected to the rear connecting gear 85, can be referred to
as a second connecting means. The second connecting means can also be implemented as a chain or a timing belt.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 8 to FIG. 10, the output shaft device 100 includes a planetary gear device 102 which is
connected to the front portion of the output rear gear 87 which is disposed on the outer circumference of the output shaft
84 so as to remain idle. The planetary gear device 102 includes a ring-shaped inner gear 105 which is fixed to the inner
circumference of the casing 104 coupled to the output rear gear 87, a sun gear 103 which is disposed at the center of
the inner gear 105, and a plurality of planet gears 106 which are disposed between the outer circumference of the sun
gear 103 and the inner circumference of the inner gear 105. The planet gears 106 engage with the sun gear 103 and
the inner gear 105.
[0035] The sun gear 103 is fixed to the rear end of an output front shaft 101 on which the output front gear 88 is
disposed, and the plurality of planet gears 106 are disposed on planet gear mounts 107 which are formed on the end
of the output shaft 84 which is inserted into the casing of the planetary gear device 102.
[0036] The belt supports 60 shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 13 are illustrated so as to show that three ratchet gears 63 are
formed, and the belt supports 60 shown in FIG. 17 are illustrated so as to show that four ratchet gears 63 are formed.
However, it should be understood that the number of the ratchet gears 63 can be changed depending on the capacity
and size of the continuously variable transmission according to the present invention.
[0037] Reference will now be made to the functional relationship of the present invention having the above-described
configuration with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 19C.
[0038] First, the process of transmitting power according to the present invention will be described. As shown in FIG.
1 and FIG. 3, when power supplied from the power generator such as an engine is transmitted to the input shaft 80, the
power is transmitted to each of the output front gear 88 and the front connecting gear 82 which are engaged with the
driving gear 81 disposed on the input shaft 80. The power transmitted to the output front gear 88 is transmitted to the
output shaft device 100 on which the output front gear 88 is disposed, and the power transmitted to the front connecting
gear 82 acts to rotate the driving pulley device 20 via the driving pulley-side front gear 83.
[0039] Since the driving pulley device 20 which rotates in this fashion is connected to the driven pulley device 30 which
is at the other side via the ratchet-type chain belts 70, the driven pulley device 30 is rotated along with the driving pulley
device 20. As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, the rotating force of the driven pulley device 30 is transmitted to the
driven pulley-side rear gear 86 which is disposed behind the pulley shaft 40 of the driven pulley device 30, the rear
connecting gear 85 engaged with the driven pulley-side rear gear 86, and the output rear gear 87 engaged with the rear
connecting gear 85.
[0040] At this time, as shown in FIG. 8 to FIG. 10, in the output shaft device 100 on which the output rear gear 87 is
disposed, the power is being transmitted to the rear output rear gear 87 and the front output front gear 88. Since the
power transmitted to the output front gear 88 is the power transmitted from the engine, and the power transmitted to the
output rear gear 87 is the power that is shifted via the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30, a difference in the
speed between the front output front gear 88 and the rear output rear gear 87 occurs in the output shaft device 100.
[0041] The planetary gear device 102 disposed between the output front gear 88 and the output rear gear 87 determines
the speed and direction of rotation of the output shaft 84 connected to wheels of a vehicle. As shown in FIG. 9, in the
sun gear 103, the output front gear 88 which receives the power from the engine is disposed on the output front shaft
101, and the output rear gear 87 which receives the shifted power from the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30
is coupled with the inner gear 105. in the state in which it is idling around the outer circumference of the output shaft 84,
such that the rotating force of the output rear gear 87 is transmitted to the inner gear 105.
[0042] In this state, as shown in FIG. 19A, the driving force of the engine that rotates the sun gear 103 and the shifted
rotating force that rotates the inner gear 105 are identical with each other, so that the line speed "a" of the sun gear 103
becomes identical with the line speed "b" of the inner gear 105. Accordingly, the planet gear 106 which is engaged
between the sun gear 103 and the inner gear 105 stops rotating.
[0043] As the planet gear 106 stops, the output shaft 84 on which the planet gear mount 107 which supports the planet
gear 106 is integrally disposed, as shown in FIG. 9, stops rotating, so that the wheels of the vehicle connected to the
output shaft 84 stop, thereby stopping the vehicle.
[0044] In addition, as shown in FIG. 19B, when the driving force of the engine that rotates the sun gear 103 is smaller
than the shifted rotating force that rotates the inner gear 105, the line speed "b" of the inner gear 105 is faster than the
line speed "a" of the sun gear 103. Accordingly, the planet gear 106 which is engaged between the sun gear 103 and
the inner gear 105 rotates in the direction "c" in which the inner gear 105 rotates.
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[0045] As the planet gear 106 rotates in the direction "c" in which the inner gear 105 rotates, the output shaft 84 on
which the planet gear 107 which supports the planet gear 106 is integrally disposed and to which wheels of the vehicle
are connected, as shown in FIG. 9, rotates in the direction in which the inner gear 105 rotates, so that the wheels of the
vehicle rotate in the direction in which the inner gear 105 rotates.
[0046] In addition, as shown in FIG. 19C, when the driving force of the engine that rotates the sun gear 103 is greater
than the shifted rotating force that rotates the inner gear 105, the line speed "a" of the sun gear 103 is faster than the
line speed "b" of the inner gear 105. Accordingly, the planet gear 106 which is engaged between the sun gear 103 and
the inner gear 105 rotates in the direction "d" in which the sun gear 103 rotates.
[0047] As the planet gear 106 rotates in the direction "d" in which the sun gear 103 rotates, the output shaft 84 on
which the planet gear 107 which supports the planet gear 106 is integrally disposed and to which wheels of the vehicle
are connected, as shown in FIG. 9, rotates in the direction in which the sun gear 103 rotates, so that the wheels of the
vehicle rotate in the direction in which the sun gear 103 rotates.
[0048] Reference will now be made to the process in which shifting is conducted by the driving and driven pulley
devices 20 and 30 and the ratchet-type chain belts 70.
[0049] As shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, in the belt-type continuously variable transmission according to the present
invention, a hydraulic pressure supplying device (not shown) is connected to the oil in/out port 42 of the pulley shaft 40
which is disposed at either of the center of the driving pulley device 20 and the center of the driven pulley device 30,
such that hydraulic pressure is supplied to the pulley shaft 40. Accordingly, in response to actuation of the cylinder, the
diameter of the pulley on which the ratchet-type chain belts 70 are wound is contracted or expanded depending on the
direction in which the hydraulic pressure is supplied.
[0050] When the outer diameter of the driving pulley device 20 is expanded and the outer diameter of the driven pulley
device 30 is contracted in this fashion, the speed of the driven pulley device 30 becomes faster. In contrast, when the
outer diameter of the driving pulley device 20 is contracted and the outer diameter of the driven pulley device 30 is
expanded, it is obvious that the speed of the driven pulley device 30 becomes slower.
[0051] At this time, the pulley plates 50 in front of and behind the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 have
not moved forward/backward into the casing. In this state, when the hydraulic pressure is supplied into the first flow
passage 48 of the pulley shaft 40, the rear portion of the piston portion 44 and the inner space e of the pulley plate fixture
46 are expanded, so that the pulley shaft 40 moves forward. In contrast, when the hydraulic pressure is supplied to the
second flow passage 49, the pulley shaft 40 moves backward.
[0052] When the pulley shaft 40 horizontally moves toward the front or rear side depending on the situation where the
hydraulic pressure is supplied to first and second flow passages 48 and 49 as mentioned above, the front and rear shift
plates 52 rotate in the spiral direction, since the pulley plates 50 are fixed with bolts in front of and behind the pulley
plate fixture 46, the spiral ribs 45 are formed on the pulley shafts 40 in front of and behind the pulley plates 50, and the
spiral grooves 55 of the transport mounts 54 which fix the shift plates 52 with bolts are engaged with the spiral ribs 45.
[0053] In this fashion, in the slide slots 51 of the pulley plates 50 and the involute grooves 53 of the shift plates 52
which correspond to and overlap each other, as shown in FIG. 12 and FIG. 17, the guide protrusions 64 formed on the
front and rear ends of the belt supports 60 are inserted into the involute grooves 53 of the shift plates 52 through the
slide slots 51 of the pulley plates 50. Since the slide guides 65 integrally formed with the guide protrusions 64 are inserted
into the slide slots 51 of the pulley plates 50, the guide protrusions 64 move first along the involute grooves 53 in the
direction in which the shift plates 52 are rotated while drawing an arc-shaped track.
[0054] At this time, since the front and rear slide guides 65 of the belt supports 60 which are integrally formed with the
guide protrusions 64 are in the state in which they are inserted into the linear slide slots 51 of the pulley plates 50 which
are formed in the corresponding radial direction, the belt supports 60 which have formed the guide protrusions 64 and
the slide guides 65 are contracted toward the center of the pulley shaft 40 or expanded toward the outer circumference
of the pulley plates 50 depending on the direction in which the shift plates 52 rotate.
[0055] When the plurality of belt supports 60 which is disposed between the front and rear pulley plates 50 as mentioned
above is contracted or expanded, the diameter of the driving pulley device 20 is increased while the diameter of the
driven pulley device 30 is decreased or the diameter of the driving pulley device 20 is decreased while the diameter of
the driven pulley device 30 is increased, since the ratchet-type chain belts 70 are wound on the outer circumference of
the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30. Accordingly, the chain belt-type continuously variable transmission 1
according to the present invention can conduct shifting based on the difference in the outer diameter between the driving
and driven pulley devices 20 and 30.
[0056] In addition, when the pulley shaft 40 horizontally moves forward or backward, the gear fixtures 56 can transmit
power as required while rotating in the process in which the spline shaft portions 43 and 43a horizontally move forward
and backward, since the gear fixtures 56 around each of which the gear is disposed are spline-coupled with the front
and rear spline shaft portions 43 and 43a.
[0057] When the driven pulley device 30 is rotated forward (clockwise) in response to the power of the engine transmitted
through the input shaft 80 in the state in which the diameters of the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 are
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changed so that the above-mentioned shifting is conducted, the ratchet-type chain belts 70 run in response to rotation
of the driving pulley device 20, since the ratchet-type chain belts 70 are locked to the circumference of the driving and
driven pulley devices 20 and 30, the ratchet gears 63 are formed on the belt supports 60 which are radially disposed in
the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30, and the ratchets 73 are formed on the ratchet-type chain belts 70 which
correspond to the ratchet gears 63 such that the ratchets 73 are caught by the ratchet gears 63, as shown in FIG. 1,
FIG. 6, FIG. 16 and FIG. 17. The ratchet-type chain belts 70 consequently pull the driven pulley device 30, so that the
driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 rotate in the clockwise direction.
[0058] At this time, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 17, since the belt supports 60 are disposed at an incline like helical
gears between the front and rear pulley plates 50, and the ratchet gears 63 formed on the belt supports 60 and the
ratchets 73 of the ratchet-type chain belts 70 which adjoin the ratchet gears 63 in an engaging fashion, when the ratchet
gears 63 of the belt supports 60 adjoin the ratchets 73 of the ratchet-type chain belts 70, the ratchets 73 and the ratchet
gears 63 do not adjoin altogether but sequentially adjoin each other from one side. Consequently, it is possible to minimize
impact and noise that occurs in the process in which the belt supports 60 adjoin the ratchet-type chain belts 70.
[0059] In addition, as shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 17 and FIG. 18, the front first chain belt 71 and the rear second chain belt
73 of the ratchet-type chain belts 70 are disposed such that they are wound in two lines on the front and rear sides of
the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30, and the ratchets 73 formed on the inner surfaces of the first and second
chain belts 71 and 72 are caught by the corresponding ratchet gears 63 formed on the outer surfaces of the driving belt
support 60a and the driven belt support 60b.
[0060] In this state, when the vehicle moves forward or backward or drives uphill on a slope in response to power from
the engine, the driving pulley device 20 is rotated by the power transmitted to the input shaft 80. At this time, as shown
in FIG. 14A, FIG. 15 and FIG. 16A, the ratchet gears 63 of the driving belt support 60a, which are rotating in the same
direction, pull the ratchets 73 of the first chain belt 71 which are caught thereby. The ratchets 73 of the first chain belt
71 which are being pulled in this way are caught by the ratchet gears 63 of the driven belt support 60b, the teeth shape
of which is opposite to that of the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a, and pull the driven belt support
60b in the direction in which the driving pulley device 20 on which the driving belt support 60a is disposed, so that the
driven pulley device 30 on which the driven belt support 60b is disposed also rotates in the direction in which the driving
pulley device 20 rotates.
[0061] As shown in FIG. 15, FIG. 16A and FIG. 17, referring to the part on which the first chain belts 71 are wound,
two ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a are spaced apart from each other at intervals T such that
the vertical portions of the ratchet gears 63 are directed to the right, and the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driven belt
support 60b are formed at positions corresponding to the intervals T between the two ratchet gears 63 formed on the
driving belt support 60a such that their teeth shape faces in the opposite direction. The ratchets 73 formed on the first
chain belt 71 which is wound on the outer circumference of the driving belt support 60a and the driven belt support 60b
are arranged so as to correspond to the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a and the driven belt
support 60b. Consequently, the driving belt support 60a disposed in the driving pulley device 20 pulls the first chain belt
71, which in turn pulls the driven belt support 60b, so that the driven pulley device 30 in which the driven belt support
60b is disposed is pulled and rotated in the direction in which the driving pulley device 20 rotates.
[0062] In this state, referring to the rear part on which the second chain belt 72 is wound in FIG. 14B, FIG. 15, FIG.
16B and FIG. 17, the direction in which the ratchet gears 63 formed on the driving belt support 60a are inclined is in the
right direction in which the driving belt support 60a rotates. Thus, the ratchet gears 63 of the driving belt support 60a do
not pull the ratchets 73 of the second chain belt 72. Consequently, the second chain belt 72 rotates in response to the
driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 which are rotated by the front driving and driven belt supports 60a and 60b
and the first chain belt 71 which is wound on the driving and driven belt supports 60a and 60b.
[0063] In the above description, the rotation of the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 on which the first chain
belt 71 is wound when the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 move forward or backward while a vehicle is
being driven on level land or drives on an uphill in response to power transmitted from the engine is indicated with solid
arrows.
[0064] The following description is given to describe a case in which the power of the engine is not transmitted, for
example, when the vehicle is moving downhill or using an engine brake. At this time, as shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 4, FIG.
5 and FIG. 9, the output shaft 84 connected to the wheels of the vehicle rotates the driven pulley device 30 through the
planetary gear device 102 of the output shaft device 100 on which the output shaft 84 is disposed and through the output
rear gear 87, the rear connecting gear 85 and the driven pulley-side rear gear 86.
[0065] When the driven pulley device 30 which is allowed to rotate in this fashion rotates forward, as indicated with
solid arrows in FIG. 14B, FIG. 15 and FIG. 16B, the ratchet gears 63 of the driven belt support 60b which is disposed
in the driven pulley device 30 push the ratchets 73 of the second chain belt 72 in the forward direction. As the second
chain belt 72 is pushed in this way, the ratchets 73 of the second chain belt 72 push the ratchet gears 63 of the driving
pulley device 20 which are engaged therewith, so that the driving pulley device 20 rotates forward.
[0066] At this time, as shown in FIG. 14A, FIG. 15 and FIG. 16A, when the driven pulley device 30 rotates forward,
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the front first chain belt 71 only rotates in response to the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 which rotate at
the side where the second chin belt 72 is disposed, since the ratchet gears 63 of the driven belt support 60b disposed
in the driven pulley device 30 are arranged in the direction in which they cannot push the ratchets 73 of the first chain
belt 71 in the forward direction.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 18, the above-described chain belt 70 is configured by continuously connecting the plurality
of chain belt pieces 74 with the pins 75, each chain belt piece 74 has the front and rear pin-fitting portions 76, each of
which has the pin hole 76a into which the pin 75 is fitted. The ratchets 73 are disposed between the front and rear pin-
fitting portions 76 such that they correspond to and are caught by the ratchet gears 63 of the belt supports 60. Accordingly,
the ratchets 73 can accurately catch and adjoin the ratchet gears 63 of the belt supports 60, thereby precisely transmitting
the power. In addition, there is an advantage in that the operation of assembling the chain belt 70 according to the
present invention is easy.
[0068] The process of changing the speed depending on the difference in the diameter between the driving pulley
device 20 and the driven pulley device 30 when the driving and driven pulley devices 20 and 30 rotate is a known technique.

Claims

1. A chain belt-type continuously variable transmission comprising a ratchet-type chain belt (70) which is wound between
a driving pulley device (20) which receives power from an input shaft (80) and a driven pulley device (30) which
transmits the power to an output shaft (84),
characterized in that
each of the driving and driven pulley devices (20, 30) includes front and rear pulley plates (50) which are disposed
in front of and behind a cylinder (47) which is disposed in a central portion of a pulley shaft (40) and operates in
response to a hydraulic pressure that is input and output via first and second flow passages (48, 49), the front and
rear pulley plates (50) facing each other, each of the front and rear pulley plates (50) having a plurality of radial slide

<Major Reference Numerals and Symbols of the Drawings>

1: continuously variable transmission
2: transmission body 20: driving pulley device
30: driven pulley device 40: pulley SHAFT
41: leading end shaft portion
42: oil in/out port 43: spline shaft portion
44: piston portion 45: spiral rib

46: pulley plate fixture 47: cylinder
48: first flow passage 49: second flow passage
50: pulley plate 51: slide slot
52: shift plate 53: involute groove
54: transport mount 55: spiral groove

56: gear fixture 60: bet support
61: front ratchet gear 62: rear ratchet gear
63: ratchet gear 64: guide protrusion
65: slide guide 70: ratchet-type chain belt
71: first chain belt 72: second chain belt
73: ratchet 74: chain belt piece

75: pin 76: pin-fitting portion
80: input shaft 81: driving gear
82: front connecting gear
83: driving pulley-side front gear
84: output shaft 85: rear connecting gear
86: driven pulley-side rear gear

87: output rear gear 88: output front gear
100: output shaft device 101: output front shaft
102: planetary gear device 103: sun gear
104: casing 105: inner gear
106: planet gear 107: planet gear mount
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slots (51), and shift plates (52) which are disposed on the pulley shaft (40) outside the front and rear pulley plates
(50), the shift plates (52) having involute grooves (53) corresponding to the slide slots (51), the shift plates (52)
being guided by spiral ribs (45) on the pulley shaft (40) so as to spirally rotate,
belt supports (60) are disposed between the front and rear pulley plates (50) such that the belt supports (60) are
radially guided so as to contract or expand, both ends of the belt supports (60) being inserted into the involute
grooves (53) of the shift plates (52) through the slide slots (51) so as to be guided thereby,
front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) are provided on front and rear portions of upper surfaces of bodies (66) of the
belt supports (60), teeth of the front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) being oriented in opposite directions, the teeth
of the front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) formed on driving belt supports (60a) being oriented opposite to the teeth
of the front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) formed on driven belt supports (60b), and the front and rear ratchet gears
(61, 62) formed on the driving belt supports (60a) and the front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) formed on the driven
belt supports (60b) being arranged in alternating positions without being formed at corresponding positions in a line,
and
the ratchet-type chain belt (70) includes first and second chain belts (71, 72) which are wound on front and rear
portions of the driving and driven pulley devices (20, 30), each of the first and second chain belts (71, 72) having
forward ratchets (73a) and reverse ratchets (73b) on an inner surface thereof which are configured so as to correspond
to and are caught by the front and rear ratchet gears (61, 62) formed on the driving and driven belt supports (60a, 60b).

2. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 1, wherein each of the bodies (66) of the
belt supports (60) is formed at an incline and is disposed between the front and rear pulley plates (50) so as to have
a shape of a helical gear and be inclined from a centerline of the pulley shaft (40).

3. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the input shaft (80) and
the pulley shaft (40) of the driving pulley device (20) are connected by a first connecting means so as to rotate in
an identical direction, an output shaft device (100) being disposed below the input shaft (80), the output shaft device
(100) controlling the output shaft (84) based on a difference between a line speed of the power that is supplied from
the input shaft (80) and a line speed of rotational force of the driven pulley device (30) that is shifted, and
the pulley shaft (40) of the driven pulley device (30) and an output rear gear (87) which is disposed in the output
shaft device (100) are connected by a second connecting means so as to rotate in an identical direction.

4. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 3, wherein the output shaft device (100)
includes a planetary gear device (102) which is connected to a front portion of the output rear gear (87) which is
disposed on an outer circumference of the output shaft (84) so as to idle, the planetary gear device (102) including
a ring-shaped inner gear (105) which is fixedly disposed on an inner circumference of a casing (104) which is coupled
with the output rear gear (87), a sun gear (103) which is disposed at a center inside the inner gear (105), and a
plurality of planet gears (106) which are disposed between an outer circumference of the sun gear (103) and an
inner circumference of the inner gear (105) so as to engage with the sun gear (103) and the inner gear (105), wherein
the sun gear (103) is fixedly disposed on a rear end of an output front shaft (101) which receives the power supplied
from the input shaft (80) and rotates in an opposite direction to the input shaft (80), and the planet gears (106) are
disposed on planet gear mounts (107) which are formed on an end of the output shaft (84) which is inserted into
the casing (104).

5. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 3, wherein the first connecting means
includes a driving pulley-side driving gear (81) which is disposed on the input shaft (80), a driving pulley-side front
gear (83) which is disposed on the pulley shaft (40) of the driving pulley device (20), and a front connecting gear
(82) which connects the driving pulley-side driving gear (81) and the driving pulley-side front gear (83), and wherein
the second connecting means includes the output rear gear (87) which is disposed on the output shaft (84), a driven
pulley-side rear gear (86) which is disposed on the pulley shaft (40) of the driven pulley device (30), and a rear
connecting gear (85) which connects the output rear gear (87) and the driven pulley-side rear gear (86).

6. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 5, wherein each of the driving pulley-side
front gear (83) and the driven pulley-side rear gear (86) is disposed on a gear fixture (56) which is spline-coupled
with a spline shaft portion (43, 43a) of the corresponding pulley shaft (40).

7. The chain belt-type continuously variable transmission according to claim 1 or 2, wherein each of the chain belts
(71, 72) is configured by continuously connecting a plurality of chain belt pieces (74) with pins (75), wherein each
of the chain belt pieces (74) has pin-fitting portions (76) at front and rear ends, each of which has a pin hole (76a)
into which a corresponding one of the pins (75) is fitted, and the ratchets (73) are disposed between the front and
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rear pin-fitting portions (76) such that they correspond to and are caught by the ratchet gears (63) of the belt supports
(60).

Patentansprüche

1. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe, das ein ratschenartiges Kettenband (70) umfasst, das zwischen einer
Antriebsriemenscheibenvorrichtung (20), die Leistung von einer Antriebswelle (80) aufnimmt, und einer angetrie-
benen Riemenscheibenvorrichtung (30), die Leistung an eine Abtriebswelle (84) abgibt, verläuft,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
sowohl die Antriebsriemenscheibenvorrichtung (20) als auch die angetriebene Riemenscheibenvorrichtung (30)
vordere und hintere Platten (50) aufweist, die vor und hinter einem Zylinder (47) angeordnet sind, der in einem
mittigen Abschnitt einer Riemenscheibenwelle (40) angeordnet ist und in Reaktion auf einen Hydraulikdruck arbeitet,
der über einen ersten und einen zweiten Strömungsdurchgang (48, 49) ein- und ausgegeben wird, wobei die vorderen
und hinteren Riemenscheibenplatten (50) einander zugewandt sind, wobei jede der vorderen und hinteren Riemen-
scheibenplatten (50) mehrere radiale Gleitschlitze (51) und Schaltplatten (52), die auf der Riemenscheibenwelle
(40) außerhalb der vorderen und hinteren Riemenscheibenplatten (50) angeordnet sind, aufweist, wobei die Schalt-
platten (52) Evolventennuten (53) aufweisen, die den Gleitschlitzen (51) entsprechen, wobei die Schaltplatten (52)
durch spiralförmige Rippen (45) an der Riemenscheibenwelle (40) so geführt werden, dass sie sich spiralförmig
drehen,
Bandstützen (60) zwischen den vorderen und hinteren Riemenscheibenplatten (50) dergestalt angeordnet sind,
dass die Bandstützen (60) radial so geführt werden, dass sie sich zusammenziehen oder weiten, wobei beide Enden
der Bandstützen (60) in die Evolventennuten (53) der Schaltplatten (52) durch die Gleitschlitze (51) hindurch so
eingeführt sind, dass sie durch diese geführt werden,
vordere und hintere Sperrzahnräder (61, 62) an vorderen und hinteren Abschnitten von Oberseiten von Körpern
(66) der Bandstützen (60) angeordnet sind, wobei die Zähne der vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnräder (61, 62) in
entgegengesetzte Richtungen ausgerichtet sind, wobei die Zähne der vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnräder (61,
62), die an Abtriebsbandstützen (60a) ausgebildet sind, zu den Zähnen der vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnräder
(61, 62), die an angetriebenen Bandstützen (60b) ausgebildet sind, entgegengesetzt ausgerichtet sind, und die
vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnräder (61, 62), die an den Abtriebsbandstützen (60a) ausgebildet sind, und die
vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnräder (61, 62), die an den angetriebenen Bandstützen (60b) ausgebildet sind, in
abwechselnden Positionen angeordnet sind, ohne an entsprechenden Positionen in einer Linie ausgebildet zu sein,
und
das ratschenartige Kettenband (70) erste und zweite Kettenbänder (71, 72) aufweist, die um vordere und hintere
Abschnitte der Antriebs- und angetriebenen Riemenscheibenvorrichtungen (20, 30) herum verlaufen, wobei jedes
der ersten und zweiten Kettenbänder (71, 72) vorwärts wirkende Ratschen (73a) und rückwärts wirkende Ratschen
(73b) an ihren Innenflächen aufweisen, die so ausgebildet sind, dass sie den vorderen und hinteren Sperrzahnrädern
(61, 62), die an den Antriebs- und angetriebenen Bandstützen (60a, 60b) ausgebildet sind, entsprechen und von
diesen in Eingriff genommen werden.

2. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 1, wobei jeder der Körper (66) der Bandstützen (60) an
einer Schräge ausgebildet ist und zwischen den vorderen und hinteren Riemenscheibenplatten (50) so angeordnet
ist, dass er die Form eines Schrägzahnrades hat und von einer Mittelachse der Riemenscheibenwelle (40) aus
geneigt ist.

3. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Antriebswelle (80) und die Riemen-
scheibenwelle (40) der Antriebsriemenscheibenvorrichtung (20) durch ein erstes Verbindungsmittel so verbunden
sind, dass sie sich in einer identischen Richtung drehen, wobei eine Abtriebswellenvorrichtung (100) unter der
Antriebswelle (80) angeordnet ist, wobei die Abtriebswellenvorrichtung (100) die Abtriebswelle (84) auf der Basis
einer Differenz zwischen einer Liniengeschwindigkeit der Leistung, die von der Antriebswelle (80) zugeführt wird,
und einer Liniengeschwindigkeit der Rotationskraft der verschobenen angetriebenen Riemenscheibenvorrichtung
(30) steuert, und
die Riemenscheibenwelle (40) der angetriebenen Riemenscheibenvorrichtung (30) und ein hinteres Abtriebszahnrad
(87), das in der Abtriebswellenvorrichtung (100) angeordnet ist, durch ein zweites Verbindungsmittel so verbunden
sind, dass sie sich in einer identischen Richtung drehen.

4. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Abtriebswellenvorrichtung (100) eine Pla-
netengetriebevorrichtung (102) aufweist, die mit einem vorderen Abschnitt des hinteren Abtriebszahnrades (87)
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verbunden ist, das an einem Außenumfang der Abtriebswelle (84) angeordnet ist, so dass es antriebslos mitläuft,
wobei die Planetengetriebevorrichtung (102) Folgendes aufweist: einen inneren Zahnkranz (105), der fest an einem
Innenumfang eines Gehäuses (104) angeordnet ist, das mit dem hinteren Abtriebszahnrad (87) gekoppelt ist, ein
Sonnenrad (103), das in einer Mitte im Inneren des inneren Zahnrades (105) angeordnet ist, und mehrere Plane-
tenräder (106), die zwischen einem Außenumfang des Sonnenrades (103) und einem Innenumfang des inneren
Zahnrades (105) so angeordnet sind, dass sie mit dem Sonnenrad (103) und dem inneren Zahnrad (105) verzahnt
sind, wobei das Sonnenrad (103) fest an einem hinteren Ende einer vorderen Abtriebswelle (101) angeordnet ist,
welche die Leistung aufnimmt, die von der Antriebswelle (80) kommt, und sich in einer Richtung dreht, die der
Antriebswelle (80) entgegengesetzt ist, und die Planetenräder (106) an Planetenradmontagehalterungen (107)
angeordnet sind, die an einem Ende der Abtriebswelle (84) ausgebildet sind, die in das Gehäuses (104) eingeführt ist.

5. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 3, wobei das erste Verbindungsmittel Folgendes aufweist:
ein antriebsriemenscheibenseitiges Antriebzahnrad (81), das auf der Antriebswelle (80) angeordnet ist, ein antriebs-
riemenscheibenseitiges vorderes Zahnrad (83), das auf der Riemenscheibenwelle (40) der Antriebsriemenschei-
benvorrichtung (20) angeordnet ist, und ein vorderes Verbindungszahnrad (82), welches das antriebsriemenschei-
benseitige Antriebzahnrad (81) und das antriebsriemenscheibenseitige vordere Zahnrad (83) verbindet, und wobei
das zweite Verbindungsmittel Folgendes aufweist: das hintere Abtriebszahnrad (87), das auf der Abtriebswelle (84)
angeordnet ist, ein angetriebenes riemenscheibenseitiges hinteres Zahnrad (86), das auf der Riemenscheibenwelle
(40) der angetriebenen Riemenscheibenvorrichtung (30) angeordnet ist, und ein hinteres Verbindungszahnrad (85),
welches das hintere Abtriebszahnrad (87) und das angetriebene riemenscheibenseitige hintere Zahnrad (86) ver-
bindet.

6. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 5, wobei das antriebsriemenscheibenseitige vordere
Zahnrad (83) und das angetriebene riemenscheibenseitige hintere Zahnrad (86) jeweils an einer Zahnradbefesti-
gungsvorrichtung (56) angeordnet sind, die über ein Keilnutprofil mit einem Keilwellenabschnitt (43, 43a) der ent-
sprechenden Riemenscheibenwelle (40) gekoppelt ist.

7. Stufenlos arbeitendes Kettenbandgetriebe nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei jedes der Kettenbänder (71, 72) dadurch
ausgebildet ist, dass mehrere Kettenbandstücke (74) mit Stiften (75) durchgehend verbunden sind, wobei jedes der
Kettenbandstücke (74) Stifteinpassungsabschnitte (76) an vorderen und hinteren Enden aufweist, von denen jeder
ein Stiftloch (76a) aufweist, in das ein entsprechender der Stifte (75) eingesetzt ist, und die Ratschen (73) zwischen
den vorderen und hinteren Stifteinpassungsabschnitten (76) so angeordnet sind, dass sie den Sperrzahnrädern
(63) der Bandstützen (60) entsprechen und durch sie in Eingriff genommen werden.

Revendications

1. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée comprenant une courroie crantée du type à encliquetage
(70) qui est enroulée entre un dispositif formant poulie d’entraînement (20) qui reçoit la puissance d’un arbre d’entrée
(80) et un dispositif formant poulie entraînée (30) qui transmet la puissance à un arbre de sortie (84),
caractérisée en ce que :

chacun des dispositifs formant poulies d’entraînement et entraînée (20, 30) comprend des plaques avant et
arrière de poulies (50) qui sont disposées devant et derrière un cylindre (47) qui est disposé à une partie centrale
d’un arbre de poulie (40) et qui fonctionne en réponse à une pression hydraulique qui est appliquée en entrée
et en sortie par le biais de premier et second passages d’écoulement (48, 49), les plaques avant et arrière de
poulies (50) étant en regard l’une de l’autre, chacune des plaques avant et arrière de poulies (50) présentant
une pluralité de fentes de glissement radiales (51), et des plaques de changement de vitesse (52) qui sont
disposées sur l’arbre de poulie (40) à l’extérieur des plaques avant et arrière de poulies (50), les plaques de
changement de vitesse (52) présentant des rainures en développante (53) correspondant aux fentes de glis-
sement (51), les plaques de changement de vitesse (52) étant guidées par des nervures en spirale (45) sur
l’arbre de poulie (40) de manière à tourner en spirale,
des supports de courroie (60) sont disposés entre les plaques avant et arrière de poulies (50), de manière que
les supports de courroie (60) soient guidés radialement afin de se contracter ou de se détendre, les deux
extrémités des supports de courroie (60) étant insérées dans les rainures en développante (53) des plaques
de changement de vitesse (52) à travers les fentes de glissement (51) de façon à être guidées par celles-ci,
des dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière (61, 62) se situent sur des parties avant et arrière de surfaces
supérieures de corps (66) des supports de courroie (60), les dents des dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière
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(61, 62) étant orientées dans des directions opposées, les dents des dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière
(61, 62) formés sur des supports de courroie d’entraînement (60a) étant orientées à l’opposé des dents des
dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière (61, 62) formés sur des supports de courroie entraînée (60b), les
dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière (61, 62) formés sur les supports de courroie d’entraînement (60a) et
les dispositifs d’encliquetage avant et arrière (61, 62) formés sur les supports de courroie entraînée (60b) étant
disposés à des positions alternées, sans être formés à des positions correspondantes sur une ligne, et
la courroie crantée du type à encliquetage (70) comprend des première et seconde courroies crantées (71, 72)
qui sont enroulées sur des parties avant et arrière des dispositifs formant poulies d’entraînement et entraînée
(20, 30), chacune des première et seconde courroies crantées (71, 72) comportant des cliquets avant (73a) et
des cliquets arrière (73b) sur une surface intérieure de celles-ci, qui sont conçus correspondre à des dispositifs
d’encliquetage avant et arrière (61, 62) et pour entrer en prise avec ceux-ci qui sont formés sur les supports
de courroies d’entraînement et entraînée (60a, 60b).

2. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle chacun des
corps (66) des supports de courroie (60) est formé selon une inclinaison et est disposé entre les plaques avant et
arrière de poulies (50), de manière à avoir la forme d’un engrenage hélicoïdal et à être incliné par rapport à un axe
de l’arbre de poulie (40).

3. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle l’arbre
d’entrée (80) et l’arbre de poulie (40) du dispositif formant poulie d’entraînement (20) sont reliés par un premier
moyen de liaison, de manière à tourner dans une direction identique, un dispositif d’arbre de sortie (100) étant
disposé au-dessous de l’arbre d’entrée (80), le dispositif d’arbre de sortie (100) commandant l’arbre de sortie (84)
en fonction d’une différence entre une vitesse linéaire de la puissance qui est appliquée depuis l’arbre d’entrée (80)
et une vitesse linéaire de force de rotation du dispositif formant poulie entraînée (30) qui est déplacé, et
l’arbre de poulie (40) du dispositif formant poulie entraînée (30) et une roue arrière de sortie (87) qui est disposée
sur le dispositif d’arbre de sortie (100) sont reliés par un second moyen de liaison de manière à tourner dans une
direction identique.

4. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle le dispositif
d’arbre de sortie (100) comprend un dispositif formant engrenage planétaire (102) qui est relié à une partie avant
de la roue arrière de sortie (87) qui est disposée sur une circonférence extérieure de l’arbre de sortie (84) de façon
à tourner au ralenti, le dispositif formant engrenage planétaire (102) comprenant une roue intérieure annulaire (105)
qui est disposée à demeure sur la circonférence intérieure d’une enveloppe (104) qui est accouplée à la roue arrière
de sortie (87), un planétaire (103) qui est disposé en un centre à l’intérieur de la roue intérieure (105), et une pluralité
de satellites (106) qui est disposée entre une circonférence extérieure du planétaire (103) et une circonférence
intérieure de la roue intérieure (105), de manière à engrener avec le planétaire (103) et la roue intérieure (105),
dans laquelle le planétaire (103) est disposé à demeure sur une extrémité arrière d’arbre de sortie avant (101) qui
reçoit la puissance fournie depuis l’arbre d’entrée (80) et tourne dans une direction opposée à celle de l’arbre
d’entrée (80), et les satellites (106) sont disposés sur des porte-satellites (107) qui sont formés sur une extrémité
de l’arbre de sortie (84) qui est insérée dans l’enveloppe (104).

5. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle le premier
moyen de liaison comprend une roue menante côté poulie d’entraînement (81), qui est disposée sur l’arbre d’entrée
(80), une roue avant côté poulie d’entraînement (83), qui est disposée sur l’arbre de poulie (40) du dispositif formant
poulie d’entraînement (20), et une roue de liaison avant (82) qui relie la roue menante côté poulie d’entraînemen
(81) et la roue avant côté poulie d’entraînement (83), et dans laquelle le second moyen de liaison comprend la roue
arrière de sortie (87) qui est disposée sur l’arbre de sortie (84), une roue arrière côté poulie entraînée (86) qui est
disposée sur l’arbre de poulie (40) du dispositif formant poulie entraînée (30), et une roue arrière de liaison (85) qui
relie la roue arrière de sortie (87) et la roue arrière côté poulie entraînée (86).

6. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle la roue avant
côté poulie d’entraînement (83) et la roue arrière côté poulie entraînée (86) sont disposées chacune sur un dispositif
de fixation de roue (56) qui est accouplé au moyen de cannelures à une partie d’arbre cannelée (43, 43a) de l’arbre
de poulie (40) correspondant.

7. Transmission à variation continue du type à courroie crantée selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle chacune
des courroies crantées (71, 72) est conçue par liaison continue d’une pluralité d’éléments de courroie crantée (74)
à des broches (75), dans laquelle chacun des éléments de courroie crantée (74) comporte des parties d’insertion
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de broches (76) à des extrémités avant et arrière, comportant chacune un trou de broche (76a) dans lequel l’une
correspondante des broches (75) est insérée, et les cliquets (73) sont disposés entre les parties avant et arrière
d’insertion de broches (76), de manière à correspondre aux dispositifs d’encliquetage (63) des supports de courroie
(60) et à entrer en prise avec ceux-ci.
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